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bots doing?
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Account Takeover

What is it?

What is it?

Scalping is defined by OWASP as the

Account Takeover is a form of identity theft in

acquisition of goods or services using the

which bad actors gain illegal access to user

application in a manner that a normal user

accounts belonging to someone else. It is also

would be unable to undertake manually.

known as brute force login, dictionary attack,

Simply put, bad actors use bots to purchase

credential stuffing, or credential cracking. A

sought-after products and services in bulk

successful attack can cause extensive

using scalable methods that are not available

damage to customers and businesses alike.

to ordinary users. The purpose of this is

Many account takeover attacks do not require

reselling the goods at a significant markup to

a great degree of technical expertise, since

make a profit. Some popular examples are

rather than

Ticket Bots, Sneaker Bots and Grinchbots.

account, they rely on capturing exposed

“breaking in” to a protected

legitimate login credentials, and then using

What is the outlook?

automation to test them against login pages.

Scalpers took advantage of the pandemic,
during which we saw an increasing volume of

What is the outlook?

business transactions —from leveraging the

The prevalence and sophistication of Account

panic to stockpile commodities, to taking the

Takeover attacks is constantly rising. If your

gaming hardware market hostage due to

business has a login page, chances are it will

supply shortages. In most markets, over 40%

be targeted by Credential Stuffing and

of all online ticket booking is now done by

Credential Cracking attacks at some point.

automated software, in order to be resold

And if there is money to be made by taking

later, despite laws being passed specifically

over user accounts on your site, the likelihood

to tackle the situation. This makes scalping,

of an attack is even higher. With billions of

and specifically bot-driven scalping, a major

stolen credentials available at a price,

concern for sellers.

Account Takeover is destined to continue to
be a thorn in the side of every business.

What industries does it affect?
What industries does it affect?

Healthcare

Entertainment & Arts
Any business with a login page.

Gaming & Gambling

Retail

Misinformation

Campaigns

Web Scraping

content & price

What is it?

What is it?

Malicious actors use bad bots to post
comment spam on social media, leading to
the propagation of unfounded conspiracy
theories and fraud related to a wide range of
topics.

Web scraping is the process of using bots to
extract content and data from a website. It is
used in a variety of digital businesses that rely
on data harvesting. Web scraping becomes a
problem when malicious actors create bad
bots to undercut prices and steal copyrighted
content. Online entities targeted by

What is the outlook?

automated web scraping can suffer severe

During the pandemic, social media bots are

financial losses, especially if it’s a business

being used to spread fake news ranging from

strongly relying on competitive pricing models

the connection of

5G and Coronavirus to

or deals in content distribution.

stories of hospitals being filled with
mannequins. Often, these messages included
links that led to phishing attacks. The WHO
has dubbed the spreading of misinformation
an

“infodemic”. We see no sign that

nation-state funders of bad bot activity will
stop misinformation campaigning anytime
soon.

What is the outlook?
The more competitive a certain market gets,
the more likely are businesses within that
sector to experience heavy price scraping.
We predict that price scraping, an action in
which a perpetrator uses a botnet to launch
scraper bots that inspect competing business

What industries does it affect?

databases to access pricing information,
undercut rivals and boost sales, will persist.
We also believe that content scraping, the act
of using bad bots to scrape content from

Healthcare

Education

online product catalogs and websites that
rely on digital content to drive business, will
continue to move data into the wrong hands
for use in spam and email fraud, among other

News

Government

activities.

What industries does it affect?
Society

E-Commerce

Job Boards

Card Fraud


$$

credit & gift cards

Gaming & Gambling

Classifieds

$ €

¥£

What is it?
Credit card fraud can either be bad actors

$

Financial Services

Ticketing

authorizing stolen credit card credentials
using bots to perform multiple small
transactions (Carding) or using brute force to
identify the missing values of partial credit

Retail

card information (Card Cracking). Gift card
fraud involves using automation to test a
rolling list of potential gift card numbers and
requesting the balance. If the balance is
provided, the bot operator knows that this gift
card number exists and contains funds.
Armed with that information, the number can
be used to purchase goods, or sold on the
darkweb for a fee.

For a cyber thief, the

beauty of stealing money from gift cards is
that it is typically anonymous and untraceable
once stolen.

What is

the solution?
Imperva offers a best-in-class Advanced Bot
Protection solution, capable of mitigating the
most sophisticated bad bots, including every
OWASP automated threat. It leverages
superior technology to protect all potential
access points, including websites, mobile
applications and APIs, all without affecting the

What is the outlook?

flow of business-critical traffic.

The rise in popularity of online shopping and
the increase in the amount of retailers
offering gift cards is leading to more card
fraud than ever before. In addition to retailers,
nonprofits are also suffering from credit card
fraud. Bots are using the donation pages to
test stolen credit card numbers are a
nuisance and a financial burden that many
nonprofits cannot afford to endure.

Advanced Bot
What industries does it affect?

Protection

$ €

¥£

Airlines & Travel

Event Ticketing
Contact us now to schedule a
demo or begin a free trial.

Gaming & Gambling

$

Financial Services

Non-profits

imperva.com

